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Your Brand 
Commitment Guide
       Defining your purpose

BRANDING



Your Brand Commitment

Overview

The Most Valuable 
Leadership System 

Branding takes your values and vision, your 
passion and purpose, and connects them 
with your culture and customers. Your 
brand idea — that which differentiates you 
from everyone else — forms the basis for 
your brand commitment, or the promise 
you make to your customers. 

Your Brand Commitment is a brief state-
ment that describes what your customers 
need to feel in every interaction with your 
business. It is the total expression of your 
customer experience. It is the “why” behind 
everything you do. 

The Brand Commitment is the explicit 
agreement amongst your entire staff that 
accentuates the idea that everything they 
do is intended to enhance the emotional 
connection the customer has with your 
staff and the business. You as the leader 
must decide what that emotional connec-
tion needs to be. 

The Brand Commitment is the most impor-
tant and valuable internal Leadership Sys-
tem which guides your entire business. It is 
the foundation of all your systems and gi-
ves life and meaning to the work of the or-
ganization and each position. It empowers 
each team member, gives meaning to why 
they do the work they do, and informs their 
behavior that shows up through a fulfilling 
client experience. The Brand Commitment 
is at the heart of the organization.

Creating Your Brand 
Commitment State-
ment

There is no magic formula for how 
to create a brand commitment.  
The worksheets will guide you 
through a discovery process and 
help you think about what matters 
most and how to articulate that in 
the form of a statement that ins-
pires and empowers your peop-
le.  First, you will review key leader-
ship documents, such as your visi-
on, values, and marketing strategy.  
Next you will dive deeper and con-
sider how to put your brand into 
your operations through engage-
ment (your people) and experience 
(your customers).  Lastly, you will 
be asked two final questions:  

1) What do you want your custo-
mers to say about your business?

2) How do you want your customer 
to feel in every interaction with 
your business?  

How you answer those questions 
will help you summarize in a 3-4 
sentence statement the essence of 
your brand commitment.

Key Points

The Brand Commitment: 

 Provides the why to the way 
you do it

 Keeps you customer-focused

 creates customer loyalty

 Is your competitive edge

 Differentiates you

 Integrates culture and   
   customers
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The Power of the Brand

Values, Vision, Brand 

Branding takes your values and vision, your passion 

and purpose, and connects them with your culture and 

customers. Your brand idea — that which differentiates 

you from everyone else — forms the basis for your brand 

commitment, or the promise you make to your custom-

ers. You must align both the promise to your customers 

and how your employees experience the company cul-

ture. The greater amount of interaction between employ-

ees and customers, the greater the need for congruency; 

although all companies must strive for a seamless inte-

gration.

This idea of branding, is quite different than practiced 

in years past. Customers and employees both thirst for 

a connected experience, one that has some meaning, 

maybe even some magic to it. At the least, we want to be 

treated with care, respect; to have an enjoyable engage-

ment. Life is too fast, too busy and too full of choices for 

us to settle, as customers, for anything less than a satisfy-

ing experience.  

Even over the web, where so much business transacts, 

we seek to spend our time on sites that are intuitive, sim-

ple to navigate and understand; and we want to feel that 

there are real people on the other side of the screen. Yes, 

we all want more authentic business relationships, yet, 

the way of doing business hasn’t quite caught up to what 

so many of us desire. That’s why digging in here, and 

connecting up your vision, values and brand will pay huge 

dividends, regardless of whether you run a mom-and-

pop shop or a multi-location enterprise. This is an age of 

singularity, of personality, and you simply must reimagine 

yourself and your business as a brand, by understanding 

who you are and what you want to send out as signals to 

the world. 

Do you see the simplicity? It may sound beyond you, 

but it’s right within you. If you need to, go back and sift 

through your value and vision statements and refine the 

core ideas they represent. Find that one, two or three 

things that you feel tie together your values, your vision, 

your purpose. These are the core ideas you want to work 

with here, the things you really want to stand for, the 

things you will be known for. 

Once you understand the really important thing(s) you 

stand for and what you want your customers to feel 

about you, then you can create a killer brand that will 

suddenly surface out of the bland field of competi-

tors and become the experience that customers adore 

because they feel such a connection with your company, 

product, service, employees or the overall experience. 

Yes, growth will happen. Yes, you’ll have the accompany-

ing financial rewards. But more than that; you’ll have a 

business squared to who you are and you’ll have a place 

where people love to work, with customers that love talk-

ing about your brand. 
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How Branding Has Evolved

Once in the not so distant past, a brand was understood 

as basically a logo, product packaging, an audio jingle or 

an advertising slogan. Is this how you previously thought 

of a brand? You might have asked a friend: “What brand of 

laundry detergent do you buy?”  Your friend replies:  “Oh, 

I buy Tide, that’s the brand I love.  It gets my clothes 

super clean and smells great.”  This is the most simplistic 

idea of branding and is still practiced by many companies 

today. But when you investigate further about why people 

choose a particular product like a brand of detergent, you 

discover that it goes much deeper. There is an emotional 

association with a product that makes for the brand 

feeling we experience and it comes through everything: 

how the box looks, how it smells and how it makes you 

feel. It’s not necessarily the laundry soap itself, but all of 

the associations that are presented along with the actual 

product. 

For commodity products, such as laundry detergent, 

marketers have to conjure up more associations: clothes 

hung on a line, blowing gently in the wind on a stunningly 

beautiful day in a well manicured backyard, for example. 

This evokes the feeling of home and perhaps a sense of 

nostalgia for one’s childhood. You know, those good old 

days when living was easy and clothes hung out to dry in 

the sun made them smell all natural and cheery. You were 

more alive then, happier, life was simpler. With all these 

associations going, of course, you’ll reach for this brand 

as you’re wandering the household aisle at the grocery 

store. 

It’s all about the feeling. All about you. Sure, you may end 

up telling everyone, including yourself,  that you bought a 

particular detergent because of the pride in how it made 

your clothes look — and this is part of the feeling that 

went into the purchase. But underlying this are all the 

emotional, even subliminal messages, that created a con-

nection with the brand. 

To create long-term customers you must build a relation-

ship with them. To build a relationship, you must make an 

emotional connection. In the world of packaged prod-

ucts this can only go so far, so companies that produce 

them try to balance the reality that their product is a basic 

commodity while nurturing the brand in the mind of their 

customers.  When a product becomes a true commodity 

it is almost impossible to maintain a brand commitment. 

Choice based on price makes it very difficult to regain a 

loyal customer base. You have an advantage over huge 

packaged product companies. You can nimbly create a 

brand connection and attract customers who are seeking 

to find a solution to their specific expectation. You can 

come from your own values and vision, craft them into 

a brand and create a culture based on keeping a com-

mitment to your customers. Everybody wins! Isn’t that 

what we want? The more value we bring our customers, 

the more value we have to put back into the company 

infrastructure and into developing our employees, who in 

turn, innovate and seek to bring more value to the cus-

tomers. It’s a virtuous cycle, and it all comes from vision, 

values, and brand. 

We invite you to look at branding in this new way, and to 

work here at identifying and learning to communicate the 

connection you want to make between your company, 

your people and your customers. As you will learn in the 

Sales Dynamic, much of the purchase decision is made 

emotionally, often in the subconscious; in the realm of 

feelings and felt-sense experience. How do you want 

your customers to feel as they engage with your com-

pany? How do they actually feel?  
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Listen to Yourself First 

As a business owner and leader, you must listen to your-

self first, then look out into the marketplace. Companies 

that do it in the reverse often lose their way and have 

difficulty operating consistently. They make excuses for 

their lack of service or end up blaming their customers 

and people for their problems. What they really lack is an 

orchestrated way of doing business based on their values 

and brand. Or they know what they stand for but haven’t 

created the management and engagement systems to 

keep their brand commitment. 

A brand is built by employees feeling a certain way in 

relationship to you and the company, then spreading that 

feeling to the customer through your products and ser

vices. Each touch point either confirms the brand feeling, 

is neutral, or goes against it. When the company is small, 

when the owner transfers the feeling, the customers 

often feel touched directly and more customers come. 

When the business grows, people are hired who must 

carry forth the owner’s same feeling towards her valued 

customers. This is why it’s so important to create these 

foundational leadership documents so you can commu-

nicate clearly to your employees what you feel inside of 

yourself. 

Feelings Validate Connections

You understand now, the connection you want to make 

with your employees and customers. You now get that 

it’s all about how your product makes your customer 

feel — emotionally, and in the subconscious — and what 

they rationally think and believe to back up that feeling. 

Beyond the specific product or service we also feel the 

entire experience and associate that with the company. 

As customers we constantly take in our experiences and 

have our own feelings about doing business with others. 

Everything that a customer feels either validates his con-

nection with the brand, or makes him feel disconnected, 

and possibly interested in other alternatives. 

Regardless of your level of involvement in social media 

and other web-based communication channels, your 

customers are using them. The whole world is one 

mouse click away from hearing the buzz about your 

business. And people talk about their experiences more 

openly inside these digital communities. You can pro-

mote to and connect with your customers so much 

easier, requiring your business to become more relational. 

Building your brand is now more about creating connec-

tive relationships along all points of the customer experi-

ence than necessarily creating the brand signals 

that drive it into people’s heads. In our ultra-competitive 

marketplace, we simply must define our business by the 

way we do business that positions us as having a singular, 

differentiated promise to our customers. 

Few small business owners take the time to formulate 

their foundational brand idea into a platform they can 

build on. Instead, they spend their precious marketing 

dollars on chasing leads, rather than understanding from 

the inside out what their company and its offerings to 

the customer really stand for. This is an age when every-

one says, “prove it,” for we know we can always get the 

information we need and a better deal, once again, only a 

mouse click away. 

You simply must derail the commodity machine, and cre-

ate a way to serve and satisfy your customers in a fashion 

that can be uniquely described and tap the feelings they 

want to experience.  That’s exactly what you will do as 

you take the next steps and discover your commitment 

to your customers.  As with the prior Leadership lessons, 

this is a visionary voyage into your deeper side. So give 

yourself time apart from the day-to-day, and reimagine 

the feelings you want your customers to receive. 

Your Brand Commitment Explained 
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The Brand Commitment

Branding, as you’ve learned, is defining who you are: what 

you want your business to stand for and be known for 

by your customers. It’s being able to describe the basic 

feeling you want everyone to know you for and tell others 

about, while your employees exude those same feel-

ings and receive them back from you too. Branding is the 

intentional leadership that weaves the whole together, 

creates the voice and sends the signals out to the world 

that attract customers to your business. 

For example, If your bottom line promise is fast service, 

then you should seek to have your customers experi-

ence fast service, along with reminders of fast surface to 

reinforce the choice emotionally. You also want your em-

ployees dialed in to providing fast service, so they must 

be the type of people who thrive in an environment and 

culture where fast service is a core value. Do you see? It’s 

much easier to connect everything together if you know 

what the main connectors are. Here it’s quite simple: you 

want everyone to feel fast service throughout the entire 

experience. 

Too often we promise far too much without having a 

focus. Then we can’t figure out why things are always 

chaotic. The bond between customer and company 

must be clear. If you can satisfy and exceed their relevant 

expectations in a category that matters to them, they 

will fuse with your brand. That becomes your promise to 

them, your brand commitment. 

It’s all based on a relationship between your business and 

a customer. Your business, of course, is a combination of 

your people and the systems, resources, technology and 

infrastructure that supports them. Branding is finding the 

way to describe what you and the customer both agree 

upon as the most valuable part of your exchange. It’s a 

relationship. A promise given and gotten.  

Spend time observing your customers, and observe 

yourself as a customer of other businesses. Notice how 

you feel and observe how you see yourself making your 

customers feel. Intelligent observation here will help im-

mensely, and provide good ideas to put into your brand. 

 

The Brand Commitment Statement describes how a cus-

tomer should feel while doing business with you. Notice 

we said customer, and not customers. You really have to 

get that the entire connection is a personal relationship 

between your company, your brand and each individual 

that chooses to do business with you. 

The process as you’ve seen starts with your personal 

values which form the basis of your company values. Any 

brand, and brand promise, needs to spring from your 

values or it will not feel integrated for you, or for your 

customers. Once you know what you and the company 

stand for, then you can create a brand that feels right to 

you and also one that feels right to your customers. A 

sourpuss like Scrooge could have never based his brand 

on delivering happiness like Zappos did. 

Companies that create a Brand Commitment Statement 

hold themselves to higher standards of performance and 

behaviors. The brand commitment shapes the culture.

Everyone from the CEO down is accountable to interact 

with each other and engage with customers based on the 

promise.  You see accountability in action. Companies 

with commitment create brands with character. Brands 

with character lead other companies in the marketplace.   

THE BRAND COMMITMENT:

 Provides the why to the way you do it 

 Keeps you customer-focused and creates 

 customer loyalty 

 Is your competitive edge

 Differentiates you  

 Integrates culture and customers 
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The Power of Your Brand 

Commitment Statement

What does it take to become a company, a business, 

a brand, that people talk about so enthusiastically, so 

energetically that others can’t help coming in or click-

ing on your web site? An experience! It’s all about their 

experience, all about what they take away that just simply 

delights them, that they can’t hold back. 

People talk. Heck, most of the time, a lot of that talk 

is boring. But give us something to really talk about as 

customers, give us a feeling that we love to feel and you’ll 

create a  brand that fuels your referral machine. Give 

them both that felt experience and a tangible taste of 

something worth sharing and they’ll become your raging 

fans. 

Your Brand Commitment Statement describes the feeling 

and experience you want your customer to have in every 

interaction with your business. Think about it … every in-

teraction. You have to commit (there’s that word again) to 

describing the felt experience and how you will integrate 

it throughout every touch point with the customer. If you 

want your clients to feel cared for and they feel it from 

the receptionist and the first agent they speak with; then 

shuttled to the next, given a harsh, uncaring treatment - 

which interaction will they remember? 

Your Brand Commitment Statement, and the purpose 

and passion behind it, provide the why to the way you do 

business. Don’t over complicate it. Seek simple clarity. We 

remember a few vivid details far better than paragraphs of 

descriptors. 

The clarity of your brand commitment provides the 

foundation for system development. Without a commit-

ment to your brand and the promise it cements with your 

customers how do you really know what processes to 

create to orchestrate the customer experience? Without 

the promise to base it on, the experience ends up being 

random. 

Your people are trained to know that every touch point 

with a customer is where your brand commitment is kept 

or not. This is when systems make sense to people. They 

understand why the company needs systems and pro-

cedures and a way of doing business that is unique and 

gives your customer the best experience possible. When 

your company makes a commitment to the brand to-

gether, it fuels mutual ownership as everyone feels pride 

and purpose in seeking to create that consistent experi-

ence. 

Your commitment statement is an internal document, 

not to be broadcast directly to customers. It informs your 

marketing strategy, sales and engagement systems.  

You want your customers to see the result of your think-

ing, not the actual thinking process itself. 

The Business is the Product 
Everything you do in your business — orchestrated by 

systems and processes — either supports your customer 

in having a great experience or not. Everything you do — 

from who you hire to how you answer the phone, from 

developing and delivering great products and services to 

what your store or website looks like to how your reps 

show up to make a service call — affects  how they feel 

about you. That is what your brand becomes known for, 

the sum of all those little interactions over time.  

Your company consists of people and processes. The 

Brand Commitment unifies these and provides the why 

behind everything you do. Now you can see why we 

say … the business is the product. You weave everything 

together into a seamless experience, then amplify the 

promise so even if you’re not a perfect 10 in every aspect 

of the relationship, in the one(s) that ultimately matter 

to your customer, you come through every time, just as 

promised. 
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Great Brands Create Customers 
When you create a customer you’ve moved beyond just 

making a sale. When you focus on how customers feel 

in doing business with you they come back. And as you 

amplify the feeling, building an even better relationship 

and connection, they tell others. Customers crave do-

ing business with real people, with people that care and 

exude that they enjoy doing what they do. In person, over 

the phone, on the web, you’re creating and fostering rela-

tionships. People feel the feeling of your company, just 

like you feel all the 

businesses you relate to. Web analytics proves this point

repeatedly: potential customers leave a web site quickly,  

if they don’t like how it feels. How else do you imagine 

we often leave in the first few seconds before we can 

even rationally process why? 

This may be a whole new way of looking at branding for 

you. Or it may simply reinforce your present understand-

ing. Either way, you now get the importance of describing 

the feelings and experience you want your customer to 

have in their whole relationship with your company. Are 

you ready to commit to creating your Brand Commit-

ment Statement?

Many leaders create mission statements and when they 

hear about this idea of a promise, of creating a Brand 

Commitment Statement, they think it’s covered by their 

nice sounding mission statement. Too often though, 

mission statements are created because you’re told you 

should have one, then you file it away or put it on the 

wall and don’t pay much attention to it until someone 

asks if you have one.  Using your mission statement as a 

substitute for a brand commitment can be dangerous, for 

two reasons. First, you can be lulled into believing that 

your mission will be enough to guide your people in their 

daily behaviors and actions. It’s not. Secondly, a mission 

statement rarely goes far enough in establishing a true 

connection between your company and its customers on 

a more personal level.

Your brand commitment is more than just words, but the 

words are very important because they convey the feel

ing and meaning of your commitment. As you’ve seen 

it’s really a promise and because it is stated as such, it 

has more meaning for your people and can actively be 

orchestrated through systems to support the experience. 

Because mission statements are more broad and often 

quite lofty, the brand commitment gets real and describes 

the actual feeling you want your business to help your 

customer feel. And the sparks of satisfaction your cus-

tomers feel transfer back to the employees who engage 

with them, elevating the culture. The more your people 

feel that sense of accomplishment in truly taking care of 

people, the mission statement is no longer needed, for 

keeping the promise becomes the mission that everyone 

happily partakes in.  

From Values, Passion 
and Purpose to Your Brand 

Your Company Needs a Mission, Not Just a Mission Statement
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Branded Marketing

As you’ve seen, branding is not marketing, but informs 

marketing strategy. Many marketeers teach that you 

should go out and ask your customers what they want 

first then go back and design your products and services 

and build your brand around satisfying those needs. They 

spend a lot of time watching the behavior of people and 

trying to figure out the best way to appeal to them.  

The trouble with that approach is, most people don’t 

always know what they want or need. Sometimes they 

know what they want, but that is different than need. 

Need enters another level of emotional drivers. Many 

purchase decisions are based on personal values and 

beliefs about how the world works and makes sense to 

us. Furthermore, we can feel when a company does not 

care and only wants to sell us something. Most customers 

want to have their needs and desires satisfied by compa-

nies that share a compatible worldview.

Nine times out of ten, people buy based on emotions 

first, logic second. Madison Avenue advertising agencies 

have confirmed this for decades. It’s been consistently 

proven that people have to get emotionally involved with 

a product or business before they become a repeat or 

loyal customer. When you think of the most powerful 

brands that receive sustained loyalty and often sincere af-

fection you will find in most cases that those companies 

first stood for something, put that out into the market-

place and then watched as their customer base emerged. 

Think about companies that reimagined products or 

services and redefined their market or industry, such as 

Virgin or Apple. They were audacious enough to cre-

ate product and service standards that their competitors 

predicted would limit them. By daring to be different, they 

created extremely loyal and emotionally attached fans 

and customers. 

It’s pretty simple, but not easy. You first must clearly de

fine who your company is and the values it is based upon. 

This becomes the basis for your brand idea. You then 

identify the feelings you want your customers to associ-

ate with your brand. Then you go to work discovering 

how to effectively communicate your offering and back 

it up by delivering an experience that people are touched 

by and enjoy talking about.

Once you define your brand, then you can crank up a 

marketing campaign and create lead generation systems 

with a clear direction. The dynamics of marketing and 

sales must be informed by the brand strategy. Identity 

precedes sending signals to tell people who you are. Why 

talk, if you don’t know who you’re talking about? 

Brand Based Leadership 
A leader must be able to communicate what he promises 

to do for us. A company must promise and stand behind 

that promise to have relationships. To create a brand led 

company a leader must create a descriptive statement 

that people can feel and relate to. This short statement 

describes vividly how you want your customer to feel 

when doing business with your company. It is active and 

inspiring.

Because it describes the end result of your customer’s 

feelings, it serves as a compass for your company’s 

customer experience. When your people understand the 

brand commitment they can make decisions daily based 

on it. They don’t have to wonder whether it’s right or 

wrong. Fewer policies are needed to control behavior and 

standards become less necessary as the brand promise 

comes alive in each employee. Imagine your company 

with every employee burning with a passion to live the 

brand commitment every day. It’s surely possible, but you 

have to define it first. 

Branding: Your Values Aimed  
at Your Customers 



Once you know your promise and the importance of 

re-enforcing a particular feeling in the customer, you 

can align your people and systems to deliver the best 

experience in that area, even if you have to compromise 

somewhere else. Though you want to stretch for the best 

business as a product you can imagine, there are always 

trade-offs between levels of quality and economies. But 

if you understand your brand, you will not compromise in 

the areas that matter most to your customers. 

As a company grows it gets harder to ensure the brand is 

understood, not diluted and still experienced in the way 

that won customers in the beginning. This is especially 

true if you grow quickly and expand beyond one loca-

tion. Brands emanate from the founder and pass through 

leadership to the culture that supports everyone to band 

together and keep the promise to the customer. Until you 

can write down your brand commitment you have no 

real basis for designing systems, nor recruiting and hiring.

We’ve had lots of experience both coaching clients and 

working with systems within our business. Systems are 

important. No question. They support your people to 

satisfy your customers who don’t care about systems but 

only what they feel and experience in the exchange. But 

your systems must be based on something. You must 

know the result you want from each one. Having your 

vision, values, brand line-up like this lesson describes will 

form the foundation for the whole enterprise. You might 

say these lessons together form your leadership sys-

tem. Put them in place now, and keep the system going 

through regular reexamination. 

Your Brand Commitment and Consistency
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You define your brand, hire to it, use it to guide your deci-

sions as does everyone in the company. Your systems 

spring from it. Everything is designed to serve the cus-

tomer experience. 


